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Abstract
The goal for the outcome of this project is to look at the market where drag and
sustainability intersects by focusing on a specific member of this subset, Pattie Gonia, and
analyzing their current work to inform a mini-collection of three garments for the same target
market. First, observational research was done on Pattie Gonia’s previous work to identify the
prevailing themes and styles of the garments. Three central ideas were then chosen to inform the
three garments, including a look based on a common piece of outdoor clothing or gear, a look
based on an environmental problem, and a look based on an element of nature. However,
midway through the project, a collaboration was started with Pattie Gonia. Because of this, the
third garment was designed specifically for them, and the theme was adjusted to reflect their
desires for the outfit. All three looks incorporated sustainable design. For example, upcycled
materials consisting of secondhand garments that were taken apart and reconstructed were
utilized in every look. Deadstock fabric, which is excess material reclaimed from design houses,
was also used to incorporate sustainable materials.

Key Words: apparel design, textiles, sustainability, drag, climate change, outdoors
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Climate Change is a Drag: A mini-collection exploring the intersection of drag and
sustainability

Observational Research
Wyn Wiley, better known as Pattie Gonia online, self describes as an “environmental
advocate drag queen.” She is a drag queen who aims to bring together and call attention to issues
surrounding sustainability, the outdoors, and the LGBTQ+ community. Through combining her
unconventional drag with features in nature and events with the LGBTQ+ community, Pattie’s
values shine through on her Instagram page, leading to some valuable insights when considering
her as a target market for an experimental garment. Pattie Gonia often takes passionate stances in
the photos and captions on her Instagram posts. For example, she frequently makes posts
standing up for “mother natch,” where she talks about the importance of respectfully
participating in the outdoors and encourages followers to clean up outdoor areas when they’re
outside, often using slogans such as “if you don’t pick up the trash you become it.” Similarly, she
also encourages followers to make positive changes that can impact the environment, such as
posting guides on how to have a sustainable Halloween, as well as holding fundraisers on her
page for various organizations that support sustainability. She also has published a documentary
called “Dear Mother Nature” with REI that highlights the importance of valuing the planet and
her own journey to becoming an advocate for the environment. In addition to outdoor issues,
Pattie Gonia also takes passionate stances in relation to the LGBTQ+ community. For example,
she has posted several guides about being a good ally to the community, affirming that there isn’t
a right way to be in the community, and how her own position and outlook in the community has
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changed since she started doing drag. She also has hosted several hiking tours where she invites
guest speakers to talk about issues related to the LGBTQ+ community.
Naturally, her actual drag also upholds these values in several ways. One of the
most common ways that she presents in drag is wearing traditional outdoor clothing and pairing
it with the full face and heels. This is an unconventional approach to drag that doesn’t rely on
overtly feminine features to create the look, but also upholds her values of spending time
outdoors. Another recurring theme in her looks is having them centered around a theme of
nature, such as the sun, leaves, ice, or fire. This also communicates her passion for the outdoors.
Similarly, essentially every outfit that she wears has a thrifted or repurposed element to it, many
of them being entirely thrifted or repurposed. For example, the garments made for her “Dear
Mother Nature” documentary are made from recycled fabrics, old papers, used plastic bags, old
fish nets, and other pieces of found plastics. She also has repurposed outdoor gear such as
sleeping bags, tents, and hammocks into garments. In the case of her sleeping bag garment, she
made sure the sleeping bags could be detached and used later for their original purpose.
Garments that aren’t repurposed are often thrifted instead. Many of her park ranger inspired
outfits are created simply by thrifting pieces to create the look. Finally, Pattie Gonia is very
unafraid to rewear garments on her page, and even encourages it. She has often sported elements
from old looks and incorporated them into new looks.
The observational research for this project involved analyzing the Instagram account of
the target market (@pattiegonia) and compiling relevant posts that showcased original outfits in
a chart. From there, written observations from the posts were also recorded in the chart. These
observations were then analyzed to find recurring themes that could help to better understand the
target market’s preferences. The chart below reflects the information collected in the
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observational research, and the following discussion summarizes the results of the observational
research.
Post Date

Picture

Elements

October 31, 2018

Inspired by
autumn/leaves
Incorporates a skirt and
crown made from leaves
Combines the natural
elements with the more
traditional drag elements (the
heeled boots, the corset top,
traditional full wig)
Addition of the hiking
poles and backpack to
incorporate the promotion of
outdoor activity

February 25, 2019

Made from a tent
upcycled into a dress
Top of the tent is the
bodice part of the dress,
allowing the bottom of the tent
to act as a full cape
Untraditional drag
silhouette
Does not feature any
traditional drag makeup or
hair, the only tie to drag is the
loose dress shape of the
garment and the heeled boots
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May 6, 2019

Made from tying
together an old rain jacket,
flannel and hammock
Chacos were upcycled
into heels and the clear inside
part was filled with litter
The drag hair and
makeup are left out, allowing
the focus to be on the dress
silhouette and the heels
Rainbow socks as a tie
to LGBTQ+ identity

July 9, 2019

Made from a thrifted
skirt suit, cinched with a belt
and added gloves
Meant to be a ranger
look
More traditional drag
appearance, with wig, makeup,
jewelry, and heeled boots

October 25, 2019

Made from several
sleeping bags, less traditional
drag silhouette
Bags are only pinned
together so they can later be
donated and used for their
original purpose
Earrings fashioned
from several large carabiners
clipped together to create the
large earring silhouette
common in drag
Practical outdoor
sunglasses and under layer of
outdoor coat ties in the outdoor
promotion
Wig and makeup are
forgone, but the heeled boots
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tie in the traditional drag
element
November 21, 2019

Made from upcycled
chiffon and detailed with
scraps from letters written to
Pattie Gonia
More traditional drag
silhouette
This look does include
makeup but no wig
Wearing heeled boots
with positive environmental
messages written on them
Part of a larger
collaboration with REI in
promoting sustainability

November 21, 2019

Made entirely from
used plastic bags, twisted bags
create the constructed bodice
and the looped shoulder pieces,
and the voluminous skirt is
created by loose plastic bags
This look does include
makeup but no wig
More traditional drag
silhouette
No shoes
Part of a larger
collaboration with REI in
promoting sustainability
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January 5, 2020

Upcycled ballet tutus
and tulle
Quilted sun made from
old hoodies, towels, and jeans
Very traditional drag
appearance with the heels, leg
warmers, full wig and makeup
Under the skirt and
tulle bodice piece, there is an
outdoor jacket which ties to the
promotion of the outdoors
Campy look, as it is a
sun based look worn to the
Sundance film festival

February 10, 2020

Instagram story posted
by Pattie Gonia about how she
chooses her clothes
References
commitment to using
repurposed materials in looks
and being thoughtful about
incorporating new pieces
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Observational Research Results
After observing all of Pattie Gonia’s Instagram posts, there are several recurring themes
that are important to include when making the garment. The most pressing thing to consider is
the drag aspect of the garment. Although Pattie Gonia does not always incorporate traditional
drag in her looks, often forgoing traditional hair and makeup, her outfits always have some sort
of nod to the gender-bending aspect of drag and often have a nod to a drag silhouette or the camp
subculture of drag. Incorporating secondhand or reused elements will be necessary in order to
align with the prioritization of the planet. Since all of the observed outfits incorporated
secondhand or upcycled elements in some manner, this will be an uncompromisable aspect. It
will also be crucial to have the garment make a connection to the outdoors. One way to
incorporate this would be to include aspects of traditional outdoor clothing to tie into the
frequent promotion of outdoor activities. Another way to connect to the outdoors would be to
base the outfit on an aspect of nature. This would be an area where the outdoor concept could be
combined with the campy nature of Pattie Gonia’s looks and bring together the two components
of drag and sustainability. Other aspects to consider are potentially using recycled outdoor
materials or elements that could be considered trash, or having the garment make explicit
reference to the LGBTQ+ community. Although these are more infrequently used in her looks,
both would merge the themes of drag and sustainability, as trash is a common element in clothing
meant to draw attention to environmental issues, and references to the LGBTQ+ community are
frequently used in drag.
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Garment #1 - Cargo
DESIGN RATIONALE
For the first look in the mini collection, I wanted to reference a common outdoor garment
or a piece of equipment since so many of the looks I researched capitalized on outdoor apparel. I
decided to base the look on cargo pants, a common piece of clothing worn for hiking by creating
a skirt and cropped shirt look ideally made out of recycled cargo pant material. Through using
cargo pant material for the outfit, the look promotes the outdoors by referencing the activity of
hiking. It also references drag through the use of the more feminine skirt and cropped shirt but
doesn’t fully cross into a traditionally feminine outfit by keeping the top relatively unshaped and
the skirt not hugging the body too closely. Cargo pants and their shorts counterparts are often
regarded as masculine, and using this material for a gender-bending piece allows for an
interesting take on the garments traditionally associated with men. I also wanted the look to
feature a camp element, which is why I decided to put an excess amount of pockets on the skirt
and on the top.
Although the above paragraph reflects my initial vision for the garment, there were
several design aspects that did not come to fruition until I had collected my materials and started
to sew. For example, in my initial sketch, I depicted the colors of the panels and the pockets as
random. However, after obtaining my fabric, I decided that it would be more cohesive if I were
to make the panels symmetrical by color in the front, sides, and back. I also made the skirt and
top panels coordinate in color as much as possible. I also decided to make descending diagonal
rows of pockets based on color rather than make them random. This gives the pockets a subtle
gradient effect, as I put the diagonal rows going from darkest to lightest. The final change made
regarding the pockets is that I decided to eliminate their functionality. After drafting the pocket
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pattern, I realized that having so many functional pockets on a single skirt would add too much
weight and bulk and hurt the overall visual effect.
Overall, I think that the small changes I made still allowed the garment to stay true to my
initial design. While making this garment, I decided that I did not want to have any stitching that
was not completed by me on the garment. This is why I decided to fashion the pockets and
drawstrings completely from scratch. There is a singular place where I had to leave in a
previously sewn stitch; this is on the two back panels of the top. Unfortunately, I did not have
enough fabric to cut the panels unless that stitching remained. After completing the garment, I
think this decision to not leave in any original stitching helped the garment to look more
cohesive. I also am pleased with my decision to color coordinate the panels and the pockets, as
this also helped to contribute to the cohesiveness of the garment. After finishing the garment, I
also think that I was able to effectively convey my initially intended message. The look achieves
the degree of androgyny that I intended through the fit and shape, and the excessive amount of
cargo pant material, sporty zippers, and numerous pockets helped achieve a campy look that still
clearly references cargo pants.
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INSPIRATION IMAGES

Duluth Trading Company. (2020). Men’s DuluthFlex fire hose ultimate relaxed fit cargo pants
[Textiles]. Duluth Trading Company.
https://www.duluthtrading.com/mens-duluthflex-fire-hose-ultimate-relaxed-fit-cargo-pant
s-71703.html
Although perhaps not “fashionable,” it is important to note that the most crucial source of
inspiration as well as all of the materials for this garment come from the basic utilitarian cargo
pant. The unfitted nature of the cargo pant, the oversized pockets, and abundance of neutral
colors are the primary elements of the cargo pant that carried over into my design.
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Fendi. (2020). Spring 2020 menswear [Textiles]. Vogue.
https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/spring-2020-menswear/fendi/slideshow/collection
#5
This garment is a good example of the neutral color contrast that I wanted to highlight in
my design. It also shows some of the camp elements I wanted to incorporate through the
use of the pockets, although done in a slightly different way.
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Balmain. (2014). Fall 2014 ready-to-wear [Textiles]. Vogue.
https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/fall-2014-ready-to-wear/balmain/slideshow/collec
tion#2
This garment is a good example of an entirely cargo outfit, which is the basis of my
design. It also shows how pockets can effectively be used on the bodice, which is something that
I also wanted to incorporate into my design. Finally, it is one of the few examples of a “cargo
skirt” that I could find to inspire my garment.
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PROCESS
What: Creating a basic men’s
shirt and A line skirt pattern with
a waistband and corresponding
muslin.
Why: I think it will be easiest to
begin with the flat pattern and
then progress to the fitting.
How: Utilizing the flat pattern
book to develop these patterns.
Reflection: The top had some
fitting problems so it needed to be
refitted in the studio. The skirt fits
well and is ready to be made.
What: Divide the skirt pattern into even sections creating 8
total panels and cut out the pieces based on the available
cargo pants.
Why: Dividing the skirt into the panels will make it
possible to cut them from a single pant leg and also will
make natural vertical strips for the pockets to follow.
How: Figuring out which of the pants I bought have a big
enough fabric area to fit the entire pattern piece and making
sure to avoid any visible stretch or wear on the pants.
Reflection: I decided to not just cut the pieces randomly
but have the strips have symmetry. This was a smart choice
because it makes the skirt look more cohesive. Based on the
amount of pant legs I had to use, I think the top pattern
should also be split into even panels that match the skirt.
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What: Creating a corresponding pocket pattern
to go on the skirt and cutting out pocket pieces.
Why: Now that the pants pieces have been cut,
the pocket piece can be created to fit on the
panels.
How: I used one of the existing cargo shorts
pockets to create the pattern, and then resized
accordingly.
Reflection: It will be necessary to cut out 24
pockets, 3 for each panel on the skirt. The pocket
I used for the pattern had two fabric layers on the
flap and an interfacing layer, however, to ensure
that the skirt doesn’t get too bulky, each pocket
will instead have a single layered flap. This flap
will also be sewn down to eliminate the
functionality of the pocket to keep all of the
pockets uniform in appearance.
What: Basting the skirt panels together
so the pockets can be laid out in a
pleasing pattern.
Why: It is easier to visualize the final
look with the skirt panels attached.
How: I decided to put the pockets going
in a progression from darkest to lightest
two times (a progression of four pockets
occurring two total times). Each color of
pocket also goes in a diagonal
progression of three.
Reflection: I like the way the pockets
look having an organized color layout as
opposed to just randomly placing them.
They are ready to be sewn on.
What: Lining up and sewing on the pocket squares.
Why: It will be easiest to sew on the pocket squares
now and I also don’t have access to a serger to start
sewing together the rest of the skirt.
How: Pressing and lining up the squares to make sure
they are even and top stitching them to the panels.
Reflection: A couple pockets did have to be pulled off
and resewn to make sure they’re lined up better, but
now they are lined up to have the pocket flaps attached.
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What: Lining up and sewing the faux
pocket flaps.
Why: Again, it is easiest to sew on the
pocket squares now and get all of the
topstitching done.
How: Pressing and lining up all of the
pocket flaps to make sure the rows are
still even and top stitching them to the
squares.
Reflection: Having the pocket flaps
helped even out some discrepancies
between the rows.
What: Serging the raw edges for all of the
panels in the top and skirt.
Why: This step needs to be done before the
panels can start being sewn together. I did not
have access to a serger until this point
because the sewing studio was closed.
How: Using the serger in the studio to
complete all the edges.
Reflection: I did try to use my machine to
finish an edge, but it just did not compare to
the work of an actual serger, so I am glad that
I waited to get studio access.
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What: Sewing the panels of the top and skirt together.
Why: After getting to finish all the raw edges, the
garments can actually be constructed.
How: Sewing all of the panels together but leaving the
two back panels open for zipper insertion.
Reflection: At this point I debated if it would be best to
do the skirt zipper or waistband, but ultimately ended up
choosing the waistband.

What: Cutting out the waistband pieces and sewing them
together.
Why: Due to the remaining fabric that I had, the waistband
needed to be cut out in 3 separate pieces.
How: Playing around with the scraps I had left to determine
the most aesthetically pleasing placement for the inevitable
seams. I decided to have a smaller panel in the front where
the fake drawstring would be attached, and then have two
larger pieces that came together at the back seam.
Reflection: I think this was the best way to make the
waistband while minimizing seams. Having the smaller
panel in the front almost seems intentional.
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What: Sewing in the openings for the faux
drawstring.
Why: I want to have the faux drawstring to
contribute to the outdoor and sporty look of
the garment.
How: After doing a couple of test runs on
some scrap fabric, I used the buttonhole
function on my sewing machine to make the
holes in the correct placement for when it
will be folded over.
Reflection: The waistband can now be
attached to the skirt. The drawstrings can be
added either before or after that step, but
definitely before the waistband is folded
over and completed.
What: Attaching the waistband to the skirt.
Why: I wanted to make sure that
everything was lined up before putting in
the drawstrings.
How: Lining up the front panel waistband
seams to the actual front skirt panel seams
and then lining up the back seams for the
waistband and skirt.
Reflection: It took a few tries to get the
front panel seams perfectly lined up, but the
end result was worth the effort.
What: Making the faux drawstrings.
Why: I do not have any suitable ribbons or
matching drawstrings from the upcycled pants, so I
am making them from the pant material itself.
How: Cutting two strips, folding them in half, and
then folding each half again to enclose all the raw
edges. Because these drawstrings are so narrow, I
decided to topstitch the seams rather than sew it and
try to turn the strings inside out.
Reflection: The drawstrings seem a little bit thick to
fit in the holes on the waistband, but I think I can
make them fit.
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What: Inserting the faux drawstrings into the
holes and attaching them to the skirt with
stitching on the buttonhole.
Why: I don’t want the stitching to be visible.
How: I inserted them, matched them to the
same length, and then did a small row of
topstitching over the buttonhole stitching to
make it unnoticeable.
Reflection: I like the visual interest that the
faux drawstrings add.

What: Finishing the waistband.
Why: This is a crucial step to then adding the
zipper in and finishing the skirt.
How: The first step was to iron on some
interfacing so that the waistband would hold its
shape. After that, I folded the waistband piece
over and did stitch-in-the-ditch to finish the
seam neatly.
Reflection: In retrospect, it would have been
easier to attach the interfacing prior to even
sewing the waistband on, but I didn’t even think
of it until it was much too late. Thankfully, the
end result does not reflect that.
What: Finishing the neck and armholes on the top.
Why: The zipper can’t be added until the seams are finished.
How: Using some bias tape from a previous project to finish
the neck and armholes.
Reflection: I realize that I did not sew the seam in a way that
would capture the unfinished edge of the bias tape, but I
hesitate to redo the seams due to the more delicate nature of
the upcycled fabric. Instead, I think I will just make sure that
the tape is pressed down, and will add a few hand stitches to
keep it down if necessary.
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What: Attaching the zipper on the top.
Why: It seemed easier to start with the zipper on the top
because it doesn’t have the thick waistband.
How: Attaching the zipper using the exposed zipper method.
Reflection: Unfortunately, the zipper didn’t end up lining up
with the top, and it made the two back seams not line up
either. I do not think it is necessary to remove the entire
zipper; rather I will just rip the top and adjust accordingly.

What: Fixing my previous mistakes and lining up the
zipper with the top of the neck.
Why: It did not line up on my first attempt at sewing
in the exposed zipper.
How: Carefully seam ripping just the top of the zipper
and folding the neckline further down to match the
top of the zipper. This photo shows the right side after
being corrected and the left side before being
corrected.
Reflection: It was worth it to fix the top, as it looks
much neater. Ideally, I could’ve ripped the whole
thing out until it was perfect but at this point, I have
realized that this fabric can’t be seam ripped a lot
without being permanently damaged.

What: Sewing the exposed zipper to the skirt.
Why: Now that I have sewn the exposed zipper on the
top, I feel better prepared to sew the one on the skirt.
How: Using the same exposed zipper method to
attach the zipper.
Reflection: In this instance, I had no choice but to
seam rip the exposed zipper several times because the
stitches got wonky near the waistline piece. I had to
be very careful with ripping to protect the fabric. Even
after I finished the final zipper attempt, I had to seam
rip a few specific parts of the stitching to straighten
them out. Although I do like the sporty look that the
exposed zippers create, I think I will try to avoid this
method if I can in the future.
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What: Blind hemming the bottom of both the top and
the skirt by hand.
Why: I want the hems to be able to be easily adjusted
later on if the garment is shown on a model and
although this is a sportier garment, I still prefer the look
of the blind hem.
How: Pressing each hem and sewing in the blind hem
by hand on both the top and skirt.
Reflection: At this point, the look is done. However, I
know that I can make adjustments later in preparation
for showing it.
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FINAL IMAGES
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Garment #2 - Oil Spill
DESIGN RATIONALE
For the second look in this mini collection, I wanted to reference a current environmental
problem through the garment. I decided to base the inspiration for this garment on the work of J.
Henry Fair, a photographer who takes aerial photographs of pollution that seem as though they
are beautiful works of abstract art, but share a darker message about pollution. The photograph I
was most drawn to was a photo of the aftermath of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010,
shown on page 26 as part of the inspiration images. Because J. Henry Fair is able to create works
that look so delicate and abstracted from the outdoor images they represent, I decided to make
the garment a jumpsuit because I felt the structure of the garment itself did not need to reference
the outdoors. However, choosing to construct a jumpsuit still does reference drag, as it is a
commonly worn garment by drag performers. In order to convey a similar message to the
reference photograph, I have decided to use the color of the garment and the embellishment of
the garment to show the beautiful yet horrifying concept of the oil spill. The garment itself will
be constructed in a blue fabric similar to the water, and will have surface embellishment done in
varying shades of red to convey the crude oil that will not easily mix with the water. I have done
sampling to create several possible techniques for this surface embellishment. In order for the
garment to retain its sustainable integrity, I have also sourced the materials from both
secondhand fabric gifted to me as well as fabric purchased from FabScrap, a company that
recovers and recycles fabric from high-end designers in New York City.
Overall, there were not many changes that needed to be made to my initial design. I was
able to find secondhand and deadstock fabric in the colors that I wanted, and was able to upcycle
old clothing for the embellishment. In the end, the only new materials that I had to purchase were
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the beads and the thread. Although I also was not initially sure how the embellishments would
come together when I came up with the original concept, I think that the end result was
successful. My original samples were useful in helping me to move forward but were not copied
directly. I think that between my use of materials and design, I was able to stay true to the
original message that I wanted to convey. The garment has the level of androgyny that I desired
and ties in strongly with the inspiration photograph, making it a successful sustainable drag
garment.
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INSPIRATION IMAGES

Henry Fair, J. (n.d.). Oil from Deepwater Horizon spill on the Gulf of Mexico. J Henry Fair
Photography. Retrieved from https://www.jhenryfair.com/perdita
“Technology has allowed us to access oil reserves that were previously unreachable. In
2010, British Petroleum was drilling the Macondo well in the Gulf of Mexico with the
Deepwater Horizon rig, in water over a mile deep. A bubble of methane gas erupted up the well
casing, causing the failure of the fail-safe mechanisms and an explosion which destroyed the drill
rig. Thus 4.9 million barrels (795,900,000 liters) of crude oil gushed into the Gulf of Mexico.
During the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe, dispersants were sprayed on the floating oil to cause
it to sink and cover the ocean floor, a response questioned by many environmentalists.”
This image was part of a museum exhibit, Artefakte, on display in Berlin when I visited
in May 2019. The exhibit features the work of J Henry Fair, who takes aerial photographs of
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environmental tragedies: toxic waste, agricultural runoff, industrial production, and oil spills.
The colors the way they do (and do not) mix in the photograph are the inspiration for the
garment.

RuPaul’s Drag Race icons spill secrets of the show’s most iconic looks. (2019, June 7). Yahoo
News. Retrieved from:
https://news.yahoo.com/rupauls-drag-race-icons-spill-184112035/photo-one-violet-chach
ki-first-em-184112316.html
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RuPaul’s Drag Race [@rupaulsdragrace]. (2020, May 1). Retrieved from:
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_qpBGyjTqv/
The jumpsuit is a recurring garment in drag and on the television show RuPaul’s Drag
Race, however, they often fall into a hit or miss theme. For example, Violet Chachki’s
convertible jumpsuit (top) worn on Season 7 of RuPaul’s Drag Race is still highly regarded to
this day for its innovation and structure, whereas the jumpsuit Jackie Cox wore during Season 12
of RuPaul’s Drag Race (bottom) was criticized on the runway for its shape and simplicity.
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SAMPLE IMAGES
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PROCESS
What: Creating a basic men’s trousers and waistband
pattern by flat pattern.
Why: I think it will be easiest to begin with the flat
pattern and then progress to the fitting on the form.
How: Utilizing the flat pattern book to develop these
patterns.
Reflection: The trousers pattern can be developed into a
muslin and the top part of the garment can be draped in
relation to the trousers.

What: Sewing the trousers muslin and draping
the top piece based on the pants.
Why: This allows the pants to be checked for fit.
It also seems easiest to drape the top pieces rather
than trying to develop them as a flat pattern.
How: The pants muslin was sewed first and
checked for fit. There were no major adjustments
that needed to be made. Next, the top piece was
draped in relation to the pants and waistband.
Reflection: The pants did not have any fit issues
that needed to be adjusted. The top piece can be
transferred to a paper pattern now.
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What: Cutting out and sewing both the trousers lining and the
outer pants.
Why: Now that the pants pattern has been checked for fit, it is
ready to be constructed out of the fashion fabric.
How: I started first with the lining and did one last check for any
fit issues and then sewed the outer layer. For both, I made sure to
leave one outer leg seam unsewn so that the zipper can be added
in later as well as to make the waistband insertion easier.
Reflection: Both the lining and the outer layer fit well. The
waistband will need to be created out of fashion fabric next in
order to attach the two pants together.

What: Cutting out the lining, interfacing, and outer layer
for the waistband.
Why: Both the waistband and the top are in need of
interfacing for additional support, particularly because the
outer layer of fabric drapes so easily.
How: I utilized the waistband pattern I created by flat
pattern to cut out the pieces.
Reflection: It seems ideal to sew one long edge together
before ironing down the interfacing so that the seam can be
ironed under the interfacing so that there is no chance of it
showing through the somewhat sheer outer layer.
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What: Sewing together one long edge of the
waistband and then trimming the seam
allowance down.
Why: Sewing one side before ironing down
the interfacing allows the remaining seam
allowance to be ironed under the interfacing.
Additionally, trimming the seam allowance
will reduce bulk.
How: Sewing down the long edge first and
then trimming off ¼ inch of the seam
allowance
Reflection: The interfacing can be inserted.
What: Inserting the interfacing into the waistband.
Why: The interfacing will help to add stability.
How: The interfacing was ironed to the lining fabric
because it is more stable and less likely to ripple or
stretch. The sewn edge was layered between the lining
and the interfacing. The outer layer of fabric is
somewhat sheer, so this will ensure that the seam
allowance can’t be visible on the outside.
Reflection: The waistband is ready to be attached to
the pants, which will then attach the lining and outer
pants together.
What: Beginning the waistband attachment by first
sewing it to the lining fabric.
Why: Sewing the waistband to one layer at a time is
significantly easier, and potentially the only possible
way it could be attached without leaving any visible
seams.
How: Sewing together the waistband and pants lining,
ensuring that the red and blue sides match up.
Reflection: Attaching the waistband to the lining is
logistically simpler than trying to attach the waistband.
After a few attempts at pinning, I realized I would need
to put the two pants layers together as they will be when
it is finished, and then sew between the lining and outer
layers to ensure there are no visible seams.
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What: Sewing the waistband to the outer pants
layer.
Why: This will not only attach the outer layer to the
waistband, but it will also mean that the lining and
outer layer of pants are also attached.
How: The process of figuring out how to attach the
outer layer without having any visible seams or
stitching was difficult. However, in the end, I
essentially had to fully put the outer pants onto the
lining pants and then fold over the waistband seam
allowance. Then, I had to open up the gap between
the lining and outer layer to expose the seam that
needed to be sewn. I carefully sewed this, making
sure not to stretch out the outer layer too much.
Reflection: Although it was not straightforward, I
am glad I decided to fully place all the seams and
raw edges between the lining and outer layer. This
means that the inside of the pants and the outside
both look neat and finished.

Demonstrating how the lining and outer
layer of the pants are both fully finished and
have no visible seams or stitching.
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What: Inserting the invisible zipper.
Why: Utilizing an invisible zipper will look neat and stay
true to the initial design.
How: Figuring out how to attach the invisible zipper to both
the lining and the outer layer while maintaining no visible
seams was once again difficult. In the end, I was able to
attach the zipper by doing one layer and one side at a time. I
started with the outer layer on one side and then the lining
on the same side, and then repeated on the other side. In
order to do this, I had to seam rip a little bit of the waistband
seams.
Reflection: Once again, I am glad I decided to stick with
insisting on no visible seams or stitching, because it has a
neater and more professional look. The parts of the
waistband that I had to seam rip will need to be sewn closed
now by hand.
Demonstrating how the lining and outer layer of the pants
are both fully finished and have no visible seams or
stitching.

What: Sewing the remaining open outer leg seam.
Why: Now that the zipper is inserted, the leg seam can be fully
closed.
How: I sewed the lining outer leg seam first and then sewed the
outer layer seam separately.
Reflection: The only remaining work on the construction of the
pants is to hand sew the area around the zipper and hem the
pants.
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What: Hand-stitching the small areas by the invisible
zipper that had to be ripped open.
Why: It would not be possible to sew them closed
with a machine and not have any visible stitching.
How: Hand-stitching the small openings on the inner
layer, then following with the outer layer separately.
Reflection: The only remaining construction work on
the pants is to hem them, however, this can be saved
for the very end.

What: Cutting out the lining, outer layer, and
interfacing pieces for the top and then sewing one long
edge of the outer and lining pieces.
Why: Interfacing is necessary because the top needs
significant structure. Sewing the one edge first and then
attaching the interfacing has the same purpose as the
waistband. It allows the seam allowance to be pressed
between the lining and interfacing.
How: Cutting out two of each piece and then sewing
each lining piece to each outer piece on the longest edge.
Then, the seam allowance was trimmed.
Reflection: The interfacing can be attached to both
pieces now.
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What: Fusing the interfacing to the lining fabric.
Why: It is necessary to sew the interfacing to the
lining due to the delicate nature of the outer layer.
How: Pressing the seam allowance between the lining
and interfacing layer and ironing the interfacing down
across the piece.
Reflection: The interfacing weight is good for adding
the necessary structure to the piece.

What: Sewing the top pieces closed.
Why: This eliminates the remaining raw edges.
How: Sewing the remaining long edge and one of
the short edges and then turning the pieces inside
out and top stitching the last short side closed.
Reflection: The garment is ready to have its surface
embellishment added.
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What: Creating and placing the embellishment pieces using
several thrifted garments.
Why: Secondhand clothing was chosen to keep the
sustainable integrity of the garment.
How: The pieces were created using an organic process of
cutting shapes and layering them.
Reflection: After testing multiple placements, the
embellishments are pinned to the garment in a balanced way.

What: Attaching the fabric embellishments to the
garment.
Why: The fabric part of the embellishments needs to be
added before the non-fabric embellishments.
How: Topstitching each piece down one layer at a time.
Reflection: The non-fabric parts of the embellishment
can now be added.
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What: Attaching the non-fabric embellishments.
Why: The non-fabric embellishments need to go
on top of the fabric that is already stitched down
and is the last step to finishing them.
How: Hand stitching sequins salvaged from one
of the thrifted shirts as well as beads. An organic
process of laying out the sequins and beads to
check for placement and then sewing them down
was used.
Reflection: Although the hand-sewing was a
time-consuming and tedious process, the sequins
and beads add visual interest to the
embellishment pieces, making the effort worth it.

What: Attaching snaps so that the
bodice pieces can attach to the pants.
Why: Having the snaps makes it easier
to put on and take off for the wearer
than if I were to sew the bodice pieces
directly to the pants.
How: Hand sewing the snaps in crucial
places of the bodice pieces and pants to
achieve a clean look and make sure
that the bodice pieces can’t shift.
Reflection: Having these snaps will
help to make the garment more
wearable.
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FINAL IMAGES
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Garment #3 - Scrap Dress
DESIGN RATIONALE
Midway through working on the second garment for this collection, I was approached by
Pattie Gonia and asked to design a look for her. It was at this point that I decided to have this
collaboration be the third garment in this collection, as this project was directly inspired by Pattie
Gonia’s work. We decided to create a dress based entirely on scraps, some of which could come
from the cargo pants scraps from the first garment, as they were interested in those neutral
colors, and some could be upcycled from thrifted materials. I decided to make the main fabric for
the bodice of the dress by weaving together strips of scrap fabric, and incorporating various
techniques such as fraying, knotting, and creating fringe in order to retain the “scrappy” look of
the dress. Pattie Gonia also asked to incorporate a premade corset into the look in order to ensure
that they could have a more feminine figure. This corset allowed the waist to have a slimmer
silhouette juxtaposed with the larger skirt, shoulders, and sleeves. They also wanted other
practical features to be incorporated that could cover up elements of their body that they
considered too masculine for the look, such as sleeves and a higher neckline. This helped to
situate this garment as a part of drag fashion. In the end, I was able to combine both my scraps
from the cargo pants garment as well as locally thrifted garments, which also helped to position
the garment within the realm of sustainability.
Many adjustments to the initial design were made in response to communication with
Pattie Gonia as the garment was constructed. For example, none of my initial fabric scraps
included tulle, however, because they really wanted to incorporate tulle into the look, I had to go
back and search for a thrifted garment that the tulle could be extracted from. I was only able to
find a skirt that was dyed partly beige and pink. I initially only incorporated the beige fabric, but
Pattie Gonia was not satisfied with the quantity of tulle on the garment so we decided to
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incorporate pink into the color scheme so that I could add the rest of the tulle. Similarly, the skirt
design was changed several times in order to better incorporate loose scraps and blend in with
the rest of the garment. Pattie Gonia consistently encouraged the scrappiness of this design to be
taken a step further to better match my initial concept. Overall, the final garment is able to truly
reflect its scrap origins and clearly communicate how smaller scraps can be combined to create a
new look.
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INSPIRATION IMAGES

Viktor and Rolf. (2016). Vagabonds #6 [Textiles]. Viktor and Rolf.
http://www.viktor-rolf.com/haute-couture/vagabonds/6/
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Viktor and Rolf. (2016). Vagabonds #12 [Textiles]. Viktor and Rolf.
http://www.viktor-rolf.com/haute-couture/vagabonds/12/
Pattie Gonia heavily referenced this collection by Viktor and Rolf while describing what
she envisioned for this garment. The method of weaving the fabric as well as the concept of
loose scraps trailing from the garment were both utilized in the design. The combining of tulle
fabric along with other scrap wovens was also a crucial component of our design.
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PROCESS
What: Drafting a men’s shirt and sleeve pattern using a
flat pattern method
Why: At this point, I do not have a dress form, only a list
of measurements, so flat pattern is the only feasible
option.
How: Utilizing the flat pattern textbook and the list of
measurements to complete the patterns.
Reflection: It will be necessary to somehow have this
pattern tested, either through a dress form or live fitting.

What: Cutting out strips from the thrifted garments to be
woven into the garment fabric.
Why: The logistics of fitting the pattern are still being
figured out, so cutting these strips is a logical next step to
work on in the meantime.
How: Taking the thrifted garments and opening up the
seams to lay them flat and cut strips of varying widths and
lengths. Also using some of the cargo pants scraps from
my first Honors Senior Project garment.
Reflection: The strips can also be woven into the fabric
while waiting to fit the pattern.
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What: Laying out all of the cut strips into a large
piece of fabric with plenty of room for the pattern
pieces in case they end up being adjusted.
Why: Leaving room for all of the pattern pieces
plus some extra will allow for them to still fit if
they end up being adjusted.
How: Sewing the strips into longer strips, then
laying them out in a way that allows for interesting
color variation. Then weaving in the shorter strips
going in the opposite direction and stitching them
down.
Reflection: After trying to stitch down the first
few woven strips, it is clear that this piece is
simply too big to work with all at once. The fabric
began to get warped from trying to sew such long
strips together. It seems best to make smaller
pieces of fabric for each pattern piece that will be
needed to avoid this.

What: Starting over with the weaving by making
smaller pieces of fabric for each pattern piece that
will be needed.
Why: It did not work to try and weave all of the
fabric as one big piece.
How: Laying out the strips as before and then
weaving in the shorter pieces and top stitching
them down. There will be four pieces created: one
front bodice, two back bodice, and one sleeve.
Each piece of fabric has enough extra room on the
edges in case the pattern pieces are adjusted.
Reflection: Breaking up the weave into smaller
pieces made the weaving much more manageable
and prevented warping, allowing the fabric to lay
straight and flat.
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Close up of top stitching.

What: Doing a fitting of the bodice and sleeve
pattern using a new dress form.
Why: I finally had access to a dress form
which allowed me to fit the muslin.
How: I was sent a dress form which could be
adjusted to the necessary measurements for the
garment. The sides were taken in and a dart
was added under the bust. The sleeves did not
need adjustment.
Reflection: The adjustments on the muslin can
now be transferred back to a final paper
pattern.
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What: Transferring the muslin adjustments to a
new paper pattern.
Why: There were several changes that needed to
be made based on the fitting, so the original
paper pattern would no longer work.
How: Using the tracing wheel to transfer the
new markings onto paper and finalizing all the
lines.
Reflection: The paper pattern is ready to be
used on the actual fashion fabric.

What: Using the finalized paper pattern to first
cut out the lining pieces.
Why: The woven fabric is somewhat scratchy
and potentially has some very small holes in the
weaving, so a lining is necessary for comfort
and appearance.
How: I ripped out the linings of the thrifted
garments and used them to create the lining
pieces for this garment.
Reflection: The lining can be sewn together.
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What: Sewing together the lining pieces and
checking for fit.
Why: Checking the fit of the lining is one last
chance to make any minor adjustments before
cutting and sewing the woven fabric
How: Sewing together all of the pieces and leaving
the center back seam open, which is where the
zipper will go.
Reflection: The bust darts still had to be adjusted
very slightly, which is why it was a good choice to
sew the lining first.

What: Cutting out the main bodice pieces from
the woven fabric.
Why: Now that the lining has proven the fit of
the bodice, the main fashion fabric can be cut.
How: Using my pre-woven small pieces and
putting them with their coordinating pattern piece
to cut them out.
Reflection: The pieces can be sewn together,
with the exception of one sleeve, which will be
cut from a different fabric.
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What: Sewing together the woven bodice pieces.
Why: The bodice needs to be constructed so it can
be attached to the lining.
How: Attaching the pieces together, leaving the
back seam open and leaving off one of the sleeves,
which will be constructed from a different fabric.
Reflection: The bodice appears to have a good fit
and the second sleeve can be created.

What: Putting the embellishment on the second
sleeve.
Why: It will be easier to sew the embellishment
pieces before the sleeve is attached to the rest of
the bodice.
How: Using the leftover strips of fabric from
weaving and sewing them in small clusters of two
so they can be knotted together. Also making sure
to leave enough of a bare edge so that the sleeve
can be sewn together easily
Reflection: Putting the strips in small clusters
should allow them to be knotted together and
create an interesting visual effect.
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What: Knotting the strips together on the sleeve.
Why: Knotting the strips together creates an
interesting visual effect and helps cover up the
base sleeve fabric.
How: Knotting the strips that are part of the
clusters first, and then knotting the strips to the
adjacent knot cluster.
Reflection: Knotting as many times as possible
allows the base sleeve fabric to be fully covered
up. The strips also need to be trimmed down so
they are all relatively even in length.

What: Sewing the remaining sleeve together
before attaching it to the rest of the bodice.
Why: Now that it has been embellished, it is
ready to be attached.
How: Sewing the seam of the sleeve, being
careful not to catch any of the fringe pieces in the
seam.
Reflection: Although sewing the sleeve was very
difficult with the embellishments already
attached, I still think it would have been harder to
attach them after the sleeve was sewn due to the
tube-like shape of the sleeve.
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What: Attaching the second sleeve to the bodice.
Why: The rest of the sleeve is done, so attaching
it is the next step.
How: Very carefully easing in the sleeve, making
sure not to catch any of the strips in the seam
again.
Reflection: Once the sleeve was sewn on, it
became clear I left a little too much bare edge, so
I added a couple more knots afterwards so that the
fabric underneath was not visible.

What: Arranging the same woven strip technique
on the corset (corset not sewn by me, only
embellished by me).
Why: I want the corset to have a unified look
with the rest of the garment.
How: Laying out strips of fabric in the same
manner that I did with weaving the other fabric
and weaving in the strips of the opposite
direction.
Reflection: Obviously I will not be able to sew
over the boning of the corset, so I decided to just
have the woven technique in the gaps between the
boning.
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What: Trimming down the strips to fit exactly in
the panels between the boning and sewing them
down.
Why: The boning cannot be sewn through, and
the strips still need to be securely attached.
How: Sewing the vertical top stitching in the
same manner as the other woven fabric. Also top
stitching around the edges of the panel to secure
everything down, being careful not to sew too far
and break a needle.
Reflection: I was uncertain about having the
boning and edges be uncovered, but in the end it
creates several vertical lines in the corset that
contribute to its slimming silhouette.

Close up of the final weaving on
the corset.
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What: Creating a flounce to be placed along
the lower edge of the corset.
Why: I want the garment to feature as many
scrap techniques as possible, and a flounce is
one innovative way to use a piece of the
thrifted garments.
How: Drawing two concentric circles on the
fabric. The inner circle is the length of the
corset side. The distance from the inner circle
to the outer circle will be the width of the
flounce. The circles are then cut out, creating
the flounce. Both of the edges are hemmed as
well.
Reflection: It is unclear whether or not the
flounce will be able to be machine sewn or if
it will need to be sewn by hand.

What: Hand sewing the flounce to the edge
of the corset.
Why: Unfortunately, I immediately broke a
needle when trying to attach it by machine.
The panic that ensued caused me to choose to
sew it by hand.
How: Carefully sewing the flounce on by
hand, trying to ensure clean and even stitch
lengths as well as make sure there aren’t any
visible stitches on the right side of the corset.
Reflection: Although machine sewing the
flounce to the corset would have been a
stronger seam, it just was not feasible given
the thick edges of the corset.
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What: Attaching serged fringe pieces to the
other side of the corset.
Why: Again, I want to highlight the variety
of fabric manipulation that can be achieved
by using scrap fabric.
How: Utilizing the cargo pants from my first
Honors Senior Project garment, I cut out
some of the seams, which are thick and
serged. I then sewed them by hand to the
corset edge because it still would have been
too thick to sew by machine.
Reflection: Although I originally was going
to cut some of the strip lengths down, I think
that the varying lengths are visually
interesting and can be left alone.

What: Adding fringe to one of the sleeves and
attaching the lining to the exterior fabric at the
sleeve seams.
Why: The garment is at a place where the lining
needs to be attached to the outer garment. The
fringe is added for visual interest and is meant to
tie in the sleeve with the fringe on the corset.
How: Utilizing more of the cargo pants serged
edges and sewing them to the outer layer. Then,
sewing the outer layer to the lining to create a
clean seam with all raw edges stuck between the
layers.
Reflection: This sleeve fringe detail ties in nicely
with the corset. Another place the lining needs to
be attached is at the neckline, so the collar needs
to be made next.
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What: Creating a collar to attach at the neckline.
Why: I still had yet to create one, and that seam needs
to be finished off before continuing.
How: Using two leftover scrap of the woven fabric
and sewing them together to create a large enough
piece for a collar. The collar was drafted on the dress
form and then was cut out of the woven fabric and a
lining piece. These two pieces were them attached to
the neckline, creating a clean seam with all raw edges
hidden.
Reflection: At this point, the client indicates that they
would like to add some tulle to the bodice to create
more volume. Thankfully, the lining isn’t attached at
the back seam or the waist yet, so tulle can still be
added to the exterior layer easily.

What: Sourcing the tulle fabric and preparing it to be
added to the garment.
Why: None of my original sourced materials
contained tulle, so I had to go out and thrift another
skirt to extract the tulle from.
How: Cutting the tulle part off of the skirt, then
ironing spraying it with starch to stiffen and straighten
the fabric. Then cutting it into several wide strips to
sew onto the bodice.
Reflection: There should be enough tulle to sew two
strips to the bodice, and another strip to the corset.
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What: Draping the first strip of tulle on the bodice.
Why: The tulle has to be added while the lining and
exterior layer are still somewhat separable.
How: Creating organic pleats starting at the lower
back seam and working up and around the shoulder
around to the opposite side seam and then top
stitching the tulle down.
Reflection: A second layer of tulle underneath this
one would definitely help to increase the volume and
interest of the feature.

What: Draping another layer of tulle underneath
the first and attaching it to the bodice.
Why: The tulle feature could use some more
volume, and there was enough tulle taken from
the skirt to add a second layer.
How: Creating a parallel layer of tulle an inch
below the first, using the same organic pleating
method and topstitching down.
Reflection: There could possibly be another layer
added into this, created from an opaque fabric.
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What: Creating another flounce and
inserting it between the two layers of tulle.
Why: The tulle felt like it needed another
layer, and there was enough leftover fabric
from the flounce on the corset to make
another one for the bodice.
How: Creating a flounce using the same
previous method and topstitching it down
between the two tulle layers.
Reflection: After creating the flounce, I
debated whether it should be added on top of
both tulle layers, or at all. However, in the
end, putting it between the two tulle layers
was the right choice to add volume but not
squash the tulle.
What: Adding a braided strip of fabric to cover
up the topstitched edge of the tulle.
Why: The edge couldn’t be left raw without
looking unfinished, and since I didn’t end up
covering it with the opaque founce, something
else needed to be added.
How: Braiding together scrap fabric into a long
strip, and stitching it down on top of the
unfinished tulle edge.
Reflection: Adding the strip helps the whole
upper bodice feature to look finished. A similar
method can now be done to the corset to help
tie the two pieces together.
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What: Adding two layers of tulle to the opaque
flounce on the side of the corset.
Why: There is enough leftover tulle that two
layers can be added, making a feature that looks
very similar to the one on the bodice.
How: I ended up ripping out my previous
hand-stitching that was holding the opaque
flounce to the corset. I then sandwiched that
opaque flounce between two layers of tulle, just
like on the bodice. I also used the same method
of organic pleating. I then hand-stitched all three
layers of fabric to the corset since I was still
concerned about breaking a machine needle.
Reflection: The two layers of tulle help to make
this feature look more complete, and ties in well
with the one on the bodice.

What: Draping a skirt to attach to the bodice.
Why: Now that the bodice is finished, the skirt can
be added.
How: Using another scrap fabric to drape two
overlapping skirt pieces with asymmetrical hems.
Reflection: I initially thought the cream color would
work with the rest of the fabrics, but it looks too light
in comparison with the others and does not match. I
also was not liking the asymmetrical skirt. I have
decided to start over the skirt with an entirely
different fabric and silhouette.
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What: Draping a new skirt using two layers
of scarves.
Why: The previously draped skirt didn’t fit
in with the rest of the garment.
How: Taking two scarves and simply
gathering them at the waist to create a skirt.
The inner skirt is attached to the lining layer
and the outer skirt is attached to the outer
layer.
Reflection: This skirt matches the rest of the
outfit better, but still needs to be “blended” in
with the bodice better. Extra scrap pieces can
be used to achieve this.

What: Adding more knotted strips
to “blend” the sleeve with the rest of
the bodice.
Why: Adding more tied knots will
help the sleeve be more cohesive
with the rest of the outfit.
How: Hand-sewing a few extra
knotted strips on the bodice around
the armhole and tying pieces
together.
Reflection: Adding the extra strips
makes the armhole of the sleeve
look less jarring against the bodice
and contributes to the scrappy look.
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What: Adding scraps to the opposite shoulder.
Why: This is also being done to make the garment
more cohesive and to promote the scrappy look of the
garment.
How: Sewing on small strips and pieces of tulle by
hand to make it look like they are spontaneously
emerging from the woven bodice fabric
Reflection: This not only helps to balance out the two
shoulders, it helps tie in the scrap theme throughout
the garment.

What: Adding in extra strips of scrap fabric at the
bottom of the bodice to “blend” the bodice with the
skirt.
Why: This will help make the garment more cohesive
and take the scraps a step further.
How: Sewing on strips of tulle, fabric, and leftover
edges of the woven fabric I made to fill out the skirt.
The strips are placed randomly and at varying heights
to look like they are spontaneously protruding from
the fabric.
Reflection: Adding these strips helps to make the skirt
fuller and makes the entire ensemble look like a
cohesive dress.
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What: Inserting additional pieces of tulle on the right
shoulder.
Why: We decided that pink could be incorporated into
the garment, meaning that I could add in the pink scrap
pieces of tulle that I had to make the shoulder fuller.
How: Pleating the tulle in a similar manner to the other
attached pieces and inserting it in various places
between the other layers. The widths and lengths of the
tulle pieces were varied to achieve a more randomized
effect.
Reflection: Adding in the other pieces of tulle helped
the shoulder to gain additional volume, and the blush
pink of the tulle ties in well with the neutral colors of
the rest of the garment.

What: Fraying the individual strips on the sleeve.
Why: This is also meant to help increase the scrappy
look of the garment.
How: Fraying the strips by pulling out individual
threads to get fraying on all sides
Reflection: This helped to increase the visual interest
and texture of the sleeve.
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What: Adding tulle to the bottom of the
right sleeve.
Why: Since the tulle has been
incorporated into so many places on the
garment, this will help keep the sleeve
cohesive with the rest of the garment.
How: Sewing in pieces of pleated tulle
with varying lengths and widths.
Reflection: Adding in this tulle helps to
make the bottom of the sleeve look more
defined, and the tulle does help tie the
sleeve in with the rest of the garment.
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FINAL IMAGES
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Conclusion
After engaging in and completing this project, it is clear that there is a strong connection
between drag and sustainability which will hopefully continue to grow over time. This project
allowed for the exploration of a unique target market, as well as the opportunity to go beyond the
parameters of the project and begin a collaboration with Pattie Gonia herself. Throughout this
process, I have been able to better understand the challenges that accompany working with
sustainable materials and the process of trying to uphold the garment’s sustainable integrity from
start to finish. I have also gained valuable experience in working with a client and helping them
to develop a concept into a completed design. This project also gave me insight into other
challenges that were a result of the pandemic, such as difficulty in sourcing materials due to store
closures and delayed shipping, working around studio closures, and communicating with a client
completely remotely. Most importantly, it has strengthened my interest in this niche but
important market and has prepared me to continue designing garments that merge drag and
sustainability.
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